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Fungaloids 

 

They are walking fungus with eyes set in the trunk, equipped with arms and legs. Their caps produce 

spores they can project. The bigger the fungaloid, the more varied the available spores. Coloration varies 

wildly, but is consistent within each circle. 

 

Fungaloids grow according to their own strange rhythms, sometimes quickly and sometimes slowly. 

There are seven orders, or rings visible on the caps, different sizes and powers of fungaloid based on age. 

 

Their communal life is expressed in circles of up to 20 fungaloids. Orders 1-5 form circles, an 

Enlightened fungaloid can participate in any circle, and vestigial fungaloids are tools more than anything 

else. Fungaloids in the circle tend to act together; 8 hours of rest, 8 hours of farming mushroom crops and 

doing other needed work, and 8 hours of Joining—their social, religious, and entertainment activity where 

they sit in a circle and commune through spores. 

 

Fungaloids have a profound distaste for violence and hostile magic use. The psychic reverberations of this 

activity jar unpleasantly in their Joining time, and affect their ability to concentrate, grow, differentiate 

spores, and so on. They will only fight in self-defense, and they prefer to use animated constructs or allies 

to handle the actual fighting. 

 

A community can have any number of circles in it. The circles have up to 12 fungaloids in them. Each 

lower order may not double the number in the order above it. A circle leader must be at least 3
rd

 order. 

 

To randomly create a community, randomize 6+1d6 to see how many are in a circle, and roll 1d6 to 

randomize specialty vestigials, and randomize the highest order of leadership with 3+1d3. 

 

Toxic. Flesh contact with any order for over a minute causes 1 wound a minute. They are not edible. 

 

Spores. A fungaloid can fire off 1 round of spores per wound box. The spores immediately fill half an 

arena. The fungaloid can sacrifice a wound to fill an entire arena. Spore charges refill at about 1 an hour. 

 

Forms 

 

Vestigial Order. Swarm, 3 to a wound. AC 8. Each roughly the size of a fist, variety of shape and color. 

Some are designed to be patrols, others to be food processors, others to be lights; the vestigial order 

specialization imitates decoration, tools, goods, and food processing. They provide the convenience. 

Different circles may have different preferred vestigials to create; use creativity. Here are possible talents. 

 Animal Feed. They provide 1 serving of food and water each. They can survive for up to a month in 

a shell like an orange, peeled and eaten. Not delicious, but adequate to keep people and animals alive. 

 Corrosive. They burn through material; they inflict 1 wound a round to flesh, destroy 1 inch of wood 

in a minute, stone in an hour, steel in 3 hours. 

 Explosive. They charge at up to ½ arena per round, or are thrown as ranged weapons. They explode, 

doing 3 wounds, -1 per meter away from the point of impact. 

 Glow. They exude a pale light; a colony of them can light an arena to twilight levels, often colored. 

 Guard or Patrol. They either move 1/3 arena a round or are stationary. If they detect anything with 

their Awareness 3 they detonate with distress spores. 

 Slickers. They excrete a frictionless gel. Sometimes they are strategically placed to make areas 

difficult to access or escape. They add 12 difficulty to a Brawn or Daring or Cunning attempt to move 

through or over an arena. 
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First Order. 1 wound. AC 8. 1/3 meter tall. Hand to hand is minion level. 

 Distress Spores.** Automatically alert all those sensitive to spores of distress, in the arena and each 

adjacent arena. Give up 1 wound to alert a further ring of adjacent arenas. 

 

Second Order. 2 wounds. AC 9. 2/3 meter tall. Hand to hand is minion level. 

 Reproducer Spores.** Normally ejected carefully to control population growth, but each dying 

funagloid emits a puff of these. 

 

Third Order. 3 wounds. AC 10. 1 meter tall. Hand to hand is light weapon. 

 Rapport Spores.** Used for the Joining, also for telepathic communication with others in the same 

arena, speaking mind-to-mind. The linkage lasts for up to 10 minutes per Order of the fungaloid. To 

resist these, a target may test Brawn difficulty 10. 

 

Fourth Order. 4 wounds. AC 11. 1.3 meters tall. Hand to hand is reach weapon. 

 Pacifier Spores.** These must be sprayed at point-blank melee range at a single target, who tests 

Commitment difficulty 12. If the target fails, the target is totally passive and obedient to fungaloid 

mental suggestion (not willing to fight even in self defense or defense of the fungaloid) for about 10 

minutes. 

 

Fifth Order. 5 wounds. AC 12. 1.6 meters tall. Hand to hand is heavy weapon. 

 Hallucinogenic Spores.** Usually used to boost their equivalent of imagination and religion in the 

Joining, sprayed on non-fungaloids, these induce intense reactions for 5 rounds, and mild aftereffects 

for 5 hours. To resist, test Awareness difficulty 15 in the moment, difficulty 9 otherwise, to resist the 

behavioral effect. 

o 1-3 Cower, whimpering. 

o 4-6 Stare into space. 

o 7-8 Drop everything and run screaming in a random direction. 

o 9-10 Attack nearest creature, try to kill it. 

 

Sixth Order. Enlightened. 6 wounds. AC 13. 2 meters tall. Hand to hand is very heavy weapon. 

 Animating Spores.** Puffed over a corpse or built effigy, the spores grow moss over it and root in it, 

so 72 hours later the colony rises as a minion. The fungaloid can spend a wound to make the colony 

grow to be a guard. The animated frame lasts for about a month before falling apart again. Bigger 

constructs can be made with repeated doses of the spores, one per wound. They take a week to rise. 

 Awesome Alchemy.** Rested. Fungaloid Enlightened can brew various mysterious potions. The only 

training potions they can brew allow non-fungaloids to issue a spore burst after drinking them. 

 


